
Handouts — Pre-AP Strategies: Functions 
January 18, 20, 2017 

New Mexico Advanced Placement Symposium at the Hyatt Regency Tamaya Resort 
 

Instructor: Jim Choike, Oklahoma State Univ. 
 

Principles of Effective Mathematics Teaching 
Content: Knowing what we teach 
 Concepts: “Big Ideas” 
 
 Processes: the “doing” of mathematics 

 
Skills/Procedures 

 
Pedagogy: Knowing how to teach 
 Thinking is the key to learning; 
 

"I cannot teach anybody anything, I can only make them think." - Socrates 
 
Assessment: Knowing what students know and how they know it 

 
Communication confirms thinking; the key is formative/diagnostic assessment 

 
Equity: Knowing whom we teach 
 The mentoring/nurturing component 
 
 
What is Algebra? 
 
Algebra is the process of organizing the arithmetic needed to find an answer to a 
question involving quantities that are not yet known. 
 

The process of organizing needed arithmetic is called algebraic 
thinking/reasoning. 
 
Algebra is not just content; it is a process. 
 
The process of algebra is the application of algebraic structure. 
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Survey of Real-World Phenomena: Refer to Pages 11 – 13 

Real-World 
Phenomenon 

Best Type of Function 
Model 

Domain Variable and 
Attributes 

Range Variable and 
Attributes 

Density    

Part-time Wages    

Savings Acct Balance    

Taxi Fare    

Monthly Ave. Temp    
Temp Conversion: F° 
and C°    

Rubber Band Stretch    

DVD Cost    

Length of Shadow    

Road Tolls    
Velocity of Falling 
Objects    

Area of a Circle    

Volume of a Sphere    

Radioactive Decay    

Cell Phone Cost    
Gas with fixed 
Pressure: Volume and 
Temperature 

   

Gas with fixed 
Temperature: Volume 
and Pressure 

   

Ave. Speed of a Car    

Sales Tax    

Deer in a Forest    

Cost of a Pizza    

Home Repair Service    

Hours of Sunlight    

Bridge Toll    

Effect of Inflation    
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The Concept of Function in Grades 6 – 12 

 

Grade 

Does the 
concept of 

function 
appear in 

your 
Grade? 
Yes/No 

If yes, how – 
informally with 
examples or 

formally with a 
definition? 

Informally/Formally 

Is function 
notation 
used? 

Yes/No 

What types of functions are 
covered?  

List all those covered, for 
example, y = kx; linear; 
quadratic; polynomial; square 
root; absolute value; 
exponential; log; trig; other. 

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     
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Reflection on Linear Functions: Content and Skills 
 

In what grade and in what way should students be 
introduced to the concept of linear functions? 
 
 
 
 
How should the concept of linear functions 
progress through the grades? 
 
 
 
 
How should student skills with linear functions 
progress through the grades? 
 
 
 
 
What should students know about linear functions 
for AP Calculus? 
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Linear Functions: Assessment 1 

Video/DVD Rental Assessment 
 
 1. Examine the lines labeled A, B, C, and D given in the coordinate grid below.  Each line 

represents a video/DVD rental plan at two neighborhood stores.  The stores are called “The 
Oscars” and “Reruns.”  The various rental plans at these two stores are described below. 
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  Match each labeled graph with its video rental plan in the space provided. 
 

   “The Oscar” Regular Plan: $5 per video/DVD rental 
 
   “Reruns” Regular Plan: $6 per video/DVD rental 

 
   “Reruns” Video Club Plan: $25 annual membership plus $3 per video rental 

 
   “The Oscar” Video Club Plan: $50 annual membership plus $2 per video rental 
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 2. Two video/DVD rental clubs offer two different rental fee plans: 
 
  Club A has an $8 membership fee and charges $4 for each rented video. 
 
  The Club B plan is given by the graph below which represents the total cost of renting videos 

from Club B. 
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  (a)  Write an algebraic rule, in the form of an equation, for the cost C, in dollars, of renting n 
videos from Club A. 

 
  (b)  Write an algebraic rule, in the form of an equation, for the cost C, in dollars, of renting n 

videos from Club B. 
 
  (c)  On the same coordinate grid, draw a line to represent the total cost of renting videos from 

Club A. 
 
  (d)  For what number of video rentals is it less expensive to belong to Club B?  Explain how you 

arrived at your answer. 
 
 3. A Video/DVD rental club offers a rental plan that is given by the following algebraic rule:  

C = 3.5x + 48, where x denotes the number of video/DVD rentals and C denotes the cost in 
dollars. 

 
  a.  How much is the Club membership fee? 
 
  b.  What is the charge for a video/DVD rental for members? 
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Cost of Pizza 
 
The following table is taken from the “To Go” menu at Hideaway’s Pizzeria.  
 

Items        Cost                
(in dollars) 

0 3.20 

1 3.50 

2 3.80 

3 4.10 

4 4.40 
 
 1. According to the table, what is the price per item (i.e., topping for a Hideaway’s pizza? 
 
 2. Let C denote the cost in dollars for a Hideaway’s pizza in terms of the number, n, of items on the 

pizza.  Using the information in the table, write C as function in terms of n. 
 
 3. Calculate C(531) and explain what C(531) means? 
 
 4. If a group of students went to Hideaway’s and paid $13.10 for a pizza, how many toppings did 

they order for it?  Show your work. 
 

Recognizing Linear Data in a Table 
 
 1. Examine the following table of data.  Is this data linear data?  If it is, then find a rule for it in the 

form y = mx + b. 
 
  a. 
 

x –5 –2 1 4 7 10 
y 10 19 28 38 47 56 

 
 

Linear:  Yes or No  Linear rule:     
 
 
  b. 
 

x –15 –9 5 6.5 11.6 16 
y 101 81.8 37 32.2 15.88 1.8 

 
 

Linear:  Yes or No  Linear rule:     
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Linear Functions: Assessment 2 

 
 
 1. Mary decides to have a bike race 

with a friend of hers, named 
Marcie.  They agree that the finish 
line is 30 yards from Mary’s house.  
Mary starts at her house but she 
gives Marcie a head start.  The 
coordinate grid given to the right 
shows Mary’s graph and Marcie’s 
graph for this bike race.  Use the 
graphs to answer the following 
questions. 

 
  a.  What head start did Mary give 

Marcie? 
 
 
 
 
 
  b.  What is Marcie’s speed on her 

bike? 

0 10

0

10

20

30

Time in seconds  

 
 
 
 
 
  c. Write an algebraic rule for Marcie’s distance, D, from Mary’s house related to 

time, t. 
 
 
 
 
 
  d. Explain, in words, what the graphs tell you about how the race turned out. 
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 2. Each of the four graphs shown at the 

right represents people traveling by a 
different means of transportation.  
Indicate by placing the correct letter in 
the appropriate space below which 
graph shows 

 
     a traveler on a bike 
 
     a traveler in a jet plane 
 
     a traveler in a race car 
 
     a traveler in an auto 

d-axis
distance in feet

t-axis
time in minutes

A B
C

D

 

 
 3. To place an ad in a newspaper, the ad costs $5.00 plus $0.05 per character, not 

including spaces between words. 
 
  a.  If an ad used 34 characters, how much would the ad cost? Show your work. 
 
 
  b.  An ad was placed in the newspaper for a used bicycle.  The cost of the ad was 

$7.13.  How many characters did the ad contain?  Show your work.  
 
 
 
  c.  How much would the ad given below cost?  

Show your work.  
 

Bronx Plumbing Co.

Outstanding Service

Our Price is C = 40t + 75

where C is dollars and t is 
time in hours

 
 
  d.  In the Bronx Plumbing Co. ad the price is given as an algebraic rule.  The store 

charges a one-time service charge for coming to your home for service and also 
charges an hourly charge based on the amount of time for the job. 

 
i.  What is the one-time service charge? 
 
 
ii.  What is the hourly charge? 
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Linear Models: Mary and Jocelyn Biking to Grandparents' House 
 
Mary and Jocelyn are sisters. They enjoy riding their 
bikes along a nice bike path that goes by their house. 
Mary bikes at 5 yards per second and Jocelyn bikes 
at 3 yards per second. 

(a) Build a two-column table for each sister in which 
the left column, in each table, gives the time t, in 
seconds, and the right column gives the distance D 
from the sisters' house, in Yards, for each sister for 
the values for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 

(b) Describe a pattern you see in each of the tables 
given in part (a) in words or symbols.  

(c) Write an algebraic rule for distance from home D, 
in yards, after t seconds.  

(d) Find Mary and Jocelyn's distance from home for  
t = 24.5 seconds. 

(e) Find the time t in seconds for each sister when 
each is 87 yards from home.  

(f) Plot the values in each table in part (a) on the 
coordinate grid below. The horizontal axis is the t-axis 
and the vertical axis is the D-axis. 

(g) Compare the graphs for each sister. Describe 
ways in which these graphs are alike and ways in 
which these graphs are different. 

(h) How long does it take each sister to reach their 
grandparents' house which is 140 yards from their 
home? 

 

One day Mary and Jocelyn plan to visit their 
grandparents’ house on their bikes. Mary tells Jocelyn 
to go on ahead, while she adjusts her bicycle seat. 
When Mary finally starts out, Jocelyn has a 21-yard 
head start. Mary bikes at 5 yards per second and 
Jocelyn bikes at 3 yards per second. 

(a) Build a two-column table for each sister in which 
the left column, in each table, gives the time t, in 
seconds, and the right column gives the distance D 
from the sisters' house, in yards, for each sister for the 
values for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4., where t = 0 minutes is the 
time when Mary begins to bike. 

(b) Describe a pattern you see in each of the tables 
given in part (a) in words or symbols.  

(c) Write an algebraic rule for distance from home D, 
in yards, after t seconds.  

(d) Plot the values in each table in part (a) on the 
coordinate grid below. The horizontal axis is the t-axis 
and the vertical axis is the D-axis. 

(e) Compare the sisters' graphs. How are these 
graphs alike and different? 

(f) Explain how you know which sister arrives at 
Grandparents' house first. 

(g) Write an equation to solve for the time t when the 
Mary catches up to the Jocelyn. Then solve this 
equation for t.  

(h) How far away from home are the sisters at the 
time when the Mary catches up to Jocelyn? 
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One day Mary and Jocelyn plan to visit their 
grandparents’ house on their bikes. Mary tells Jocelyn 
to go on ahead, while she adjusts her bicycle seat. 
When Mary finally starts out, Jocelyn has a 56-yard 
head start. Mary bikes at 5 yards per second and 
Jocelyn bikes at 3 yards per second. 

(a) Build a two-column table for each sister in which 
the left column, in each table, gives the time t, in 
seconds, and the right column gives the distance D 
from the sisters' house, in yards, for each sister for the 
values for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where t = 0 minutes is the 
time when Mary begins to bike. 

(b) Write an algebraic rule for distance from home D, 
in yards, after t seconds. 

(c) Plot the values in each table in part (a) on the 
coordinate grid below. The horizontal axis is the t-axis 
and the vertical axis is the D-axis. 

(d) Write an equation to solve for the time t when the 
Mary catches up to the Jocelyn.  

(e) Solve the equation in part (d) for t. 

(f) How far away from home are the sisters at the time 
when the Mary catches up to Jocelyn? 

 

 

One day Mary is at her grandparent’s house, and, at 
the very moment that Mary begins to bicycle back 
home, Jocelyn begins to bicycle from home to her 
grandparent’s house. Mary bikes at 5 yards per 
second and Jocelyn bikes at 3 yards per second. 

(a) Build a two-column table for each sister in which 
the left column, in each table, gives the time t, in 
seconds, and the right column gives the distance D 
from the sisters' house, in yards, for each sister for the 
values for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where t = 0 minutes is the 
time when Mary begins to bike. 

(b) Write an algebraic rule for distance from home D, 
in yards, after t seconds for each sister. 

(c) Plot the values in each table in part (a) on the 
coordinate grid below. The horizontal axis is the t-axis 
and the vertical axis is the D-axis. 

(d) Write an equation to solve for the time t when the 
Mary and Jocelyn meet.  

(e) Solve the equation in part (d) for t. 

(f) How far away from home are the sisters when they 
meet? 
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Adapting Textbook Linear Models 

Objective: Understand the Concept of (Linear) Function 
Patterns/Pattern Recognition: Additive Patterns 
Multiple Representations 

Words to Tables 
Tables to Symbols 
Tables to Graphs 
Graphs to Symbols 
Symbols to Graphs 

Intro to Linear Functions 
Part I: Direct Variation — D = mt 
Part II: D = mt + b 

Interpreting Algebraic Rules 
Meaning of Variables 

Independent and Dependent 
Domain and Range  

Attaching units to the parts of an Algebraic Rule 
Understand Rate of Change in Context 
Slope as Rate of Change 
Understand Meaning of Constant Term in Context 

Construct Linear Models from Verbal Description 
Identify Variables: independent and dependent 
Identify Rate of Change and its units 

Evaluating Equations/Functions 
Solving Equations/Interpreting Solutions 

Symbolically 
Graphically 
Systems of Linear Equations (Informal Introduction) 

Problem Solving/Reasoning/Thinking 
Concept of Function: Relation vs. Function 
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The Concept of Linear Function 
 

Middle School I

Algebraic Thinking

Middle School II

Linear Relationships

Algebra I

Linear Equations

Algebra II

Non-Linear 
Relationships and 

Functions

Patterns (Additive)

Constant rate of change

Direct Variation

y = kx

Linear Equation

y = mx + b

Point-slope

Linear data

Constant rate of change

Non-linear Function

Piecewise Linear 
Function

m

as rate of change

as slope

k

as variation constant

as rate of change

  y − y1 = m(x − x1)

Function Notation

Domain, Range

Max, Min
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A Piecewise Function that Measures Area 
Suppose that we have the following rectangle. 
 

 
 

Suppose also that two points P and Q start out at the vertex A of 
the figure above and move at a uniform rate of 1 cm per second, 
but P moves to vertex C through vertex B while Q moves to vertex 
C through vertex D. 
 
Below shows the location of P and Q after t seconds 0 < t < 4. 
 

 
 

As the points P and Q move toward the vertex C in different 
directions, the line segment  sweeps out a region of the rectangle 
ABCD. 
 
Let A denote the area of the region of the rectangle ABCD swept 
out by the line segment  in terms of the variable t.   
 
Write A as a function of t for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10. 
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Bison Population Graph 
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General Function Vocabulary 
 

Relation 
Inverse Relation 
Function Notation 

Coordinate pair: (x, y) 
Arrow:  x → y  

Function 
Single-valued property 
Domain 

Independent variable 
Input variable 
Continuous 
Discrete 

Range 
Dependent variable 
Output variable 
Continuous 
Discrete 

Function Notation 
 Explicit: y = f(x) 

 Implicit: F(x, y) = 0 
 

 
Function Types 
 Direct variation 
 Linear 
 Non-linear 
 Quadratic 
 Cubic 
 Polynomial 
 Rational 
 Power Function 
 nth Root Function 
 Algebraic 
 Transcendental  
 Exponential/Log 
 Trig/Periodic 
 Logistic 
 Piecewise 

Absolute value 
Step 
Greatest Integer  

 Discrete 
 Inverse 

One-to-one 
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Function Properties 
Symmetry: y-axis, origin 

Even Function 
Odd Function 

Continuous 
End behavior 
Roots 
Intercepts: x-intercepts (roots), y-intercepts 
Increasing/Decreasing 
Turning point 
Maximum value, minimum value 
Concavity 
Inflection point 
Asymptotes 

Horizontal 
Vertical 
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Operations on Functions 
Addition and Subtraction of Functions 
Multiplication of Functions 
Ratio of Functions: Rational Functions 
Composition of Functions 

 

Transformations of Functions:  
Parent Function: y = f(x) 
 

General Member of Family: y – k = af(b(x – h)) 
 Translation or shift 
  Horizontal: h > 0,  
   Right: y = f(x – h) 
   Left: y = f(x + h) 
  Vertical: k > 0,  
   Up: y – k = f(x) 
   Down: y + k = f(x) 
 Stretching: a > 1 
  Horizontal: y = f(ax)  
  Vertical: y = af(x) 
 Shrinking: 0 < a < 1 
  Horizontal: y = f(ax) 
  Vertical: y = af(x) 
 Reflection:  
  Across the x-axis: y = –f(x) 
  Across the y-axis: y = f(–x) 
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Functions on Recent AP Calculus Free Response Exams 

 

2015 AB-1 
The rate at which rainwater flows into a drainpipe is modeled by the function R, where 

  
R t( ) = 20sin t 2

35
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 cubic feet per hour, t is measured in hours, and 0 ≤ t ≤ 8. The pipe is partially 

blocked, allowing water to drain out the other end of the pipe at a rate modeled by 

  
D t( ) = −0.04t3 + 0.4t 2 + 0.96t  cubic feet per hour, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 8. There are 30 cubic feet of water in the 
pipe at time t = 0.  
 

2014 AB-1 
Grass clippings are placed in a bin, where they decompose. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 30, the amount of grass 
clippings remaining in the bin is modeled by 

  
A t( ) = 6.687 0.931( )t , where A(t) is measured in pounds 

and t is measured in days. 
 

2014 AB-3 
The function f is defined on the closed interval [–5, 4]. The graph of f consists of three line segments 
and is shown in the figure below. 

 
Graph of f 

 

2014 AB-4 
Train A runs back and forth on an east-west section of railroad track. Train A’s velocity, measured in 
meters per minute, is given by a differentiable function  

vA t( ) , where time t is measured in minutes. 

Selected values for  
vA t( )  are given in the table below. 
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2013 AB-1 
On a certain workday, the rate, in tons per hour, at which unprocessed gravel arrives at a gravel 

processing plant is modeled by 
  
G t( ) = 90 + 45cos

t 2

18
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

, where t is measured in hours and 0 ≤ t ≤ 8. At 

the beginning of the workday (t = 0), the plant has 500 tons of unprocessed gravel. During the hours 
of operation, 0 ≤ t ≤ 8, the plant processes gravel at a constant rate of 100 tons per hour.  
 

2012 AB-3 
Let f be the continuous function defined on [–4, 3] whose graph, consisting of three line segments 
and a semicircle centered at the origin, is given below.  
 

 
Graph of f 

 

2010 AB-1 
There is no snow on Janet's driveway when the snow begins to fall at midnight.  From midnight to 9 
AM, snow accumulates on the driveway at a rate modeled by   f (t) = 7tecos t  cubic feet per hour, where t 
is measured in hours since midnight.  Janet starts removing snow at 6 AM (t = 6).  The rate g(t), in 
cubic feet per hour, at which Janet removes snow from the driveway at time t hours after midnight is 
modeled by 
 

  

g(t) =
0 0 ≤ t < 6
125 6 ≤ t < 7
108 7 ≤ t ≤ 9

⎧

⎨
⎪

⎩
⎪
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2010 AB-3 
There are 700 people in line for a popular amusement-park ride when the ride begins operation in the 
morning.  Once it begins operation, the ride accepts passengers until the park closes 8 hours later.  
While there is a line, people move onto the ride at a rate of 800 people per hour.  The graph below 
shows the rate, r(t), at which people arrive at the ride throughout the day. Time t is measured in hours 
from the time the ride begins operation. 
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2000 AB-2 

(3, 10) (10, 10)

10987654321

15

10

5

t

Time
(in seconds)  

 
Two runners, A and B, run on a straight racetrack for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10 seconds.  The graph above, which 
consists of two line segments, shows the velocity, in meters per second, of Runner A.  The velocity, in 

meters per second, of Runner B is given by the function v defined by 
  
v(t) = 24t

2t + 3
. 

 

2000 AB-4 
Water is pumped into an underground tank at a constant rate of 8 gallons per minute.  Water leaks 
out of the tank at the rate of   t +1  gallons per minute, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 120 minutes.  At time t = 0, the tank 
contains 30 gallons of water. 


